
Question Sheet: Exam I - DD1368: Introduction to Databases

9.00 - 12.00 Tuesday March 12, 2013, Room F1

Do not hand back this 4 page question sheet! You

must fill in all of your answers on a 1 page answer sheet.

There are no penalties for wrong answers, so when in

doubt, guess.

True/False

1. Concurrency control refers to database mechanisms

that properly use indexes to perform large joins.

2. Under set semantics R = R ⊲⊳ R

3. The chase-test can be used to test that an arbitrary

decomposition of a universal relation is lossless

4. If you would like for a constraint to be able to be

violated within a transaction you should declare it

DEFERRABLE INITIALLY IMMEDIATE

5. Any relation scheme R which is con-

strained by functional dependencies has a lossless

and dependency-preserving decomposition into

BCNF.

6. In ACID, ’D’ stands for durability

7. SQL includes mechanisms to define tables.

8. A functional dependency is a statement that when

two tuples agree on some particular set of at-

tributes they must also agree on all the other at-

tributes in the relation.

9. A bag is a set that allows subsets as elements.

10. The ”read uncommitted” isolation level allows for

dirty reads.

Multiple Choice

Only one correct answer per question!

Joins

Two relations contain the following data:

R S

a | b b | c

---+--- ---+---

3 | 4 5 | 6

3 | 5 6 | 7

For each of the results of the operations R * S,

where * is a join operator, identify the correct opera-

tor used.

1.

---+---+---+---

(0 rows)

* is: a) a Cartesian product; b) a natural join; c)

a theta equijoin on attribute b; d) a theta join with

r.b>s.b; e) a theta join with r.b<s.b.

2.

---+---+---+---

3 | 4 | 5 | 6

3 | 4 | 6 | 7

3 | 5 | 6 | 7

* is: a) a Cartesian product; b) a natural join; c)

a theta equijoin on attribute b; d) a theta join with

r.b>s.b; e) a theta join with r.b<s.b.

3.

---+---+---

3 | 5 | 6

* is: a) a Cartesian product; b) a natural join; c)

a theta equijoin on attribute b;; d) a theta join with

r.b>s.b; e) a theta join with r.b<s.b.
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4.

---+---+---+---

3 | 5 | 5 | 6

* is: a) a Cartesian product; b) a natural join; c)

a theta equijoin on attribute b; d) a theta join with

r.b>s.b; e) a theta join with r.b<s.b.

Normalization

5.

R(A, B, C, D, E, F)

A -> DF

B -> AC

F -> E

What are the candidate keys (i.e. minimal superkeys)

for R?

a.) A,B

b.) B

c.) ABF

d.) ACDEF,B

e.) ABCDEF

6.

Using the BCNF decomposition algorithm, you may

reach which of the following decompositions of R from

problem 5?

a.) R1(A,B), R2(B,C), R3(B,D), R4(B,E), R5(B,F)

b.) R1(A,D,F), R2(A,B,C,E)

c.) R1(A,D,F), R2(A,E), R3(A,B,C)

d.) R1(B,C,A), R2(A,D,E), R3(C,F)

e.) R(A,B,C,D,E,F)

7.

R(A, B, C, D, E, F)

AB -> C

AB -> F

C -> E

E -> F

C -> F

F -> B

Using the 3NF synthesis algorithm, you may reach

which of the following decompositions of R?

a.) R1(A,B,C,F), R2(C,E,F), R3(E,F,B), R4(D,B)

b.) R2(A,B,C,E), R2(A,D,F), R3(C,E), R4(C,D),

R5(D,A,B)

c.) R1(A,D,F), R2(A,E), R3(A,B,C,D), R4(A,B,C)

d.) R1(A,B,C), R2(C,E), R3(E,F), R4(F,B),

R5(A,B,D)

e.) R(A,B,C,D,E,F)

Entity Relationship

8.

Which is the correct translation of this model to rela-

tions:

a.) R(A,B), S(A,C), T(C,D), U(C,E), V(E,F),

X(A,G,E)
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b.) R(A,B,E,G), T(A,C,D), U(A,C,E), V(E,F)

c.) R(A,B), T(A,C,D), U(A,C,E), V(E,F,G,A)

d.) R(A,B), S(A,C), T(A,C,D), U(A,C,E), V(E,F),

X(A,G,E)

e.) R(A,B), T(A,C,D), U(C,E), V(E,F), X(A,G,E)

Question sheet code

Mark problem multiple choice question 9 with B. This

lets us know you are using variant number 2 of the ques-

tion sheet.

Short Answers

Write these answers in the boxes on your answer sheet.

Write clearly! Stay within the frame given for the an-

swer on the answer sheets. You may answer in either

Swedish or English.

Tuning

Consider:

At(vehicle_id, place_id, time)

Assume 100 tuples of the At relation may be stored

on a single disk block. Consider the following queries:

Q1: Give vehicles at place p between times t1 and t2

Q2: Give places that vehicle v has been between times

t1 and t2

Q3: Where was vehicle v last seen?

Our database has 10,000 places and 1000 vehicles

and we record 100 At tuples per second. Assume com-

plete independence (maximum entropy) – that is you

may assume that each second exactly 100 vehicles are

randomly selected and placed at 100 distinct places ran-

domly. Assume all indexes are in main memory and all

data tuples are on disk. Assume we have data for the

last 10,000 seconds. Assume an optimal retrieval algo-

rithm. Assume perfect clustering.

1.

How many data blocks for the relation At (hint: this is

not at trick questions. It should be very easy)?

2.

Worst case, how many disk block accesses are required

if we ask Q1 where the duration is 100 seconds where

there is a clustering index on time?

3.

On average, how many disk block accesses on Q2

where the duration is 100 seconds, there is a clus-

tering index on time and a non-clustering index on

vehicle_id?

4.

On average, how many disk block accesses on Q1

where the duration is 2000 seconds, there is a clus-

tering index on time and a non-clustering index on

place_id?

5.

On average, how many disk block accesses on Q3

where there is a clustering index on time and a non-

clustering index on vehicle_id?

6.

Assume that we have built a multi-dimensional, non-

clustering index on vehicle_id and place_id.

On average how many disk blocks are accessed to de-

termine if a vehicle has been at a specific place at any

time?

Queries

A database for a company contains these two relations

which store the employee payroll and department loca-

tions.

Payroll(name,salary,boss,dept)

Location(dept,floor)

Tuples in payroll look like:

name | salary| boss | dept

-----------+-------+----------+------

B. Skog | 15000 | B. Sten | ops

A. Hall | 25000 | B. Sten | ops

B. Sten | 35000 | A. Borg | ops

A. Borg | 35000 | V. VDsson| admin

V. VDsson | 45000 | | admin

...
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Tuples in location look like:

dept | floor

--------+----

ops | 1

admin | 9

fac | 3

...

name is the primary key of payroll, dept is the

primary key of location, boss in payroll is a

foreign key to payroll and dept in payroll is

a foreign key to location. The attribute floor

in location tells us on which floor in the swanky

Hötorget high rise that the department is located.

7.

create view a(b,c) as

select distinct x.name,

sum(x.salary)/count(*)

from payroll x, payroll y

where x.name=y.boss

group by x.name;

In 12 words or less, what does this mean?

8.

create view d(e,f) as

select h.name, sum(h.salary)

from payroll h natural join

location g

group by h.name;

In 12 words or less, what does this mean?

9.

select distinct(

floor(sum(t.c)/sum(s.f)*100)) p

from a t

right outer join d s on t.b = s.e;

In 12 words or less, what does this mean?

10.

πa.name(σa.salary<b.salary∧b.boss=a.name(ρa(payroll)×
ρb(payroll)))

In 12 words or less, what does this mean?

11.

bossγAVG(salary)(payroll)

In 12 words or less, what does this mean?

12.

πboss(σfloor=1(payroll ✶ location) ✶

πboss(σfloor 6=1(payroll ✶ location)))

In 12 words or less, what does this mean?

13.

{t.boss|payroll(t)∧∃s(payroll(s)∧s.boss = t.boss∧
s.name 6= t.name ∧ ¬∃r(payroll(r) ∧ r.boss =
t.boss ∧ r.name 6= s.name ∧ r.name 6= t.name))}

In 12 words or less, what does this mean?

14.

{t.boss|payroll(t) ∧ ∃s(payroll(s) ∧ s.boss =
t.name)}

In 12 words or less, what does this mean?

15.

{t.name|payroll(t) ∧ ¬∃s(location(s)
∧¬∃r(payroll(r)∧ r.boss = t.name ∧ r.dept =
s.dept))}

In 12 words or less, what does this mean?

16.

<company name="Acme">

<dept name="Admin" floor="3">

<emp name="Johan Sund"

salary = "34000"

boss = "Larry McDonald" />

...

</dept>

...

</company>

Give an XPath expression that returns the names of

all the departments on the fifth floor with at least one

employee with salary over 40000
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